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The Black Madonna, Mysterious Soul Companion. . . Beginning as a research project for a graduate
class in Spirituality and Culture, The Black Madonna and all that she represents became a mystical
guide for Georgieff on her intimate journey of the human soul. Through travels to some of the
world's most famous Black Madonna Shrines, interviews with scholars, scientists, clergy and artists,
exploration of the historic evolution of human consciousness and deep reflections on the basic
purpose of the spiritual path, Georgieff weaves an intriguing story of our cosmic origins, our difficult
present and our hopeful future as a human family.
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Beautiful. Wow. Fascinating. Refreshing. These are but a few of the words that came to mind as I
read through Stephanie Georgieff's book on the Black Madonna. I found that it was an excellent
look at psychology, science, art, theology, and so on in understanding what all these works of art
known as the Black Madonna bring to the table. I felt that she introduced a new idea to me that
should be shared: That art is a method through which the spiritual world communicates to humanity.
As I read those words I immediately thought, well surely! If God can become incarnate as a human
why wouldn't God use art to communicate to us as well now? I felt this book beautifully covered
Divine femininity without excluding masculinity, but instead showed how they work together. I love
the focus on who and what the Black Madonnas are and how they help humanity connect more to
the Divine through understanding Mary's humanity. I love how the author compares Mary as a
representation of The Church, of Humanity as the Bride of Christ. Their is so much truth, beauty,

and healing found within this book. I love how it ends with "Who is the Black Madonna? We,
humans, are the Black Madonna." I would greatly recommend this!

How fortunate for us that Stephanie Georgieff began and continues a very personal journey to know
the origins of the Black Madonnas and has used her considerable capacities to research and gather
together an informed experience of this mysterious and timely subject. But most appreciated are her
endeavors to lift this profound work to the all embracing universal concepts of Anthroposophy that
can shed a light for all of us about humanityâ€™s spiritual evolution and the place these treasured
Holy icons have in revelation of that collective journey.Nancy Jewel Poer, Author of Living Into
Dying, Spiritual and Practical Deathcare for Family and Community www/nancyjewelpoer.com

The Black Madonna is a profound force for the reawakening of consciousness of the Divine
Feminine. Stephanie Georgieff has reverently come before Her presence and describes not only
personal experience but also adds her in-depth understanding of the Black Madonna and the
context in which she has appeared. A message of significance is that the Black Madonnas
appeared exactly when humankind had and has need of their specific message and healing.
Anyone interested in the Black Madonna and called to understand Her will benefit from Stephanie
Georgieff's meaningful and timely contribution.

Readers are invited into Georgieff's personal narrative and introduced to a wealth of historical
context. Georgieff shares with us her journey as a passionate seeker of spirit-knowledge. Readers
will be treated to Georgieff's deeply esoteric commentary on Mary from a spiritual point of view. This
is a valuable read for all who seek to deepen their communion with divine femininity.
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